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ABSTRACT

A majority of large-scale bacterial genome rearrange-
ments involve mobile genetic elements such as in-
sertion sequence (IS) elements. Here we report novel
insertions and excisions of IS elements and recombi-
nation between homologous IS elements identified in
a large collection of Escherichia coli mutation accu-
mulation lines by analysis of whole genome shotgun
sequencing data. Based on 857 identified events (758
IS insertions, 98 recombinations and 1 excision), we
estimate that the rate of IS insertion is 3.5 × 10−4 in-
sertions per genome per generation and the rate of
IS homologous recombination is 4.5 × 10−5 recom-
binations per genome per generation. These events
are mostly contributed by the IS elements IS1, IS2, IS5
and IS186. Spatial analysis of new insertions suggest
that transposition is biased to proximal insertions,
and the length spectrum of IS-caused deletions is
largely explained by local hopping. For any of the
ISs studied there is no region of the circular genome
that is favored or disfavored for new insertions but
there are notable hotspots for deletions. Some ele-
ments have preferences for non-coding sequence or
for the beginning and end of coding regions, largely
explained by target site motifs. Interestingly, transpo-
sition and deletion rates remain constant across the
wild-type and 12 mutant E. coli lines, each deficient
in a distinct DNA repair pathway. Finally, we charac-
terized the target sites of four IS families, confirming
previous results and characterizing a highly specific
pattern at IS186 target-sites, 5′-GGGG(N6/N7)CCCC-
3′. We also detected 48 long deletions not involving
IS elements.

INTRODUCTION

With advances in massively parallel sequencing (next gener-
ation sequencing, NGS) technologies, whole genome shot-
gun sequencing (WGSS) has become an affordable ap-
proach to genome-wide characterization of genetic varia-
tion in bacterial and eukaryotic genomes (1–3). In addition
to small-scale variations (e.g. single nucleotide substitutions
and insertion/deletions of a few base pairs), large-scale vari-
ation due to genome rearrangements (e.g. inversions, trans-
positions and segmental duplications/deletions) in bacte-
rial genomes are commonly observed in both natural iso-
lates (4) and laboratory stocks (5,6). Such events have been
shown to play important roles in genome evolution and en-
vironmental adaptation (7). For example, large-scale rear-
rangements arose in the Escherichia coli genome during a
long-term evolution experiment in a recent study (8). Com-
bining WGSS with optical mapping technology, they iden-
tified a total of 110 large-scale rearrangements (including
82 deletions, 19 inversions and 9 duplications) in which a
majority of the events involved insertion sequence (IS) ele-
ments, a class of simple transposable elements in bacterial
genomes (9). This result confirms the crucial roles of IS ele-
ments in mediating large-scale variation in bacterial genome
evolution (10).

Similar to small-scale genetic mutations, large-scale
genome rearrangements accumulate spontaneously in a
selection-free environment. However, no estimate has been
made for the rate of genome rearrangements in bacterial
genomes, primarily because it is not easy to eliminate the
effects of selection, even in a controlled environment. In
recent years, a mutation accumulation (MA) strategy has
been used to capture spontaneous mutations by allowing
mutations to accumulate over many generations in the near-
absence of selection (11). An MA experiment is achieved by
initiating a number of lines (MA lines) from a single founder
individual and repeatedly taking each of the lines through
a population bottleneck of a single individual. This bottle-
necking procedure results in an effective population size of
Ne ≈ 1 for each line, allowing the power of random genetic
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drift to dominate that of selection and effectively remov-
ing the effects of selection on MA (12). When combined
with high-throughput NGS sequencing of many replicate
lines, the MA approach enables a direct measurement of the
spontaneous genome-wide mutation rate as well as the mu-
tation spectrum for single base-pair mutations and short in-
dels (13–16). We have adopted this approach to investigate
the mutation rates and spectra for wild-type (WT) E. coli
and many derived DNA repair-deficient strains (16,17).

Our studies here focus on the large-scale variations in-
volving IS elements occurring in MA lines, because these
are primary remodelers of bacterial genomes (18) and ac-
count for the vast majority of the large-scale events we ob-
served. ISs are the simplest type of bacterial selfish element;
they are compact (0.7–2.5 kb in length), encoding only 1–2
genes (usually one) needed for transposition, and include
the cis-acting sites upon which the transposase acts (19).
Cis-sites usually, but not always, consist of inverted termi-
nal repeats of a few dozen base pairs (19). Furthermore,
most ISs duplicate a small number of base pairs at their
insertion site such that an IS insertion is flanked by short
direct repeats (19). While IS elements can transpose by a
number of mechanisms, the elements in our study are of
the most common copy-paste or cut-and-paste types; while
the details differ, an important result is that transposition is
or appears replicative, i.e. the resulting genome retains the
donor insertion and a novel insertion (19). Thus IS lost is
rare. IS insertions can have several implications for genome
structure and function. In this study our focus is genome
structural stability, but new IS insertions can play regula-
tory roles as well (20). IS-dependent events can have impor-
tant implications for evolution (21), medicine (22,23) and
industry (24,25). Important to this study, IS propagation
generates large patches of homology scattered throughout
the genome, which are substrates for homologous recombi-
nation.

Compared to small-scale events affecting only a single
or a few bases, large-scale variation is more difficult to in-
fer from WGSS data because current NGS techniques typ-
ically generate short reads (e.g. ∼100 bps for Illumina se-
quencers) (26) that rarely span the entire segment involved
in a genome rearrangement. In this paper, we report a thor-
ough analysis of large-scale variations in the genome of E.
coli K-12 that occurred in previously published MA ex-
periments (16,17). We implemented a novel software tool,
GRASPER (Graph-based Rearrangement Analysis from
Short and Paired-End Reads), that uses a graph-based al-
gorithm (27) capable of detecting most large-scale varia-
tion involving repetitive regions, including novel IS inser-
tions, in bacterial genomes. In order to obtain a compre-
hensive picture of the spontaneous rate and spectrum of
genome rearrangement events involving IS elements (i.e. in-
sertions, deletions and recombinations), we have extended
GRASPER into a general purpose tool that reports most
large-scale variations involving repetitive sequences. We an-
alyzed 520 E. coli MA lines (for a total of ∼2.2 million gen-
erations) (16,17) using GRASPER, and identified 857 large-
scale variations (shown on Figure 1; Supplementary Tables
S7 and S8) involving IS elements, consisting of 758 inser-
tions, 1 excision and 98 recombinations between two ho-
mologous IS elements. Further analyses of these events re-

vealed several interesting and novel findings: (i) the rate of
IS insertion in a selection-free environment is 3.5 × 10−4 in-
sertions per genome per generation, while the rate of IS ho-
mologous recombination is 4.5 × 10−5 recombinations per
genome per generation; (ii) the most active IS elements are
from the four abundant E. coli IS families IS1, IS2, IS5 and
IS186, which contributed ∼97.7% of all new IS insertions,
whereas IS elements in the families IS3, IS4, IS30 and IS150
rarely transpose, and IS30, IS609, ISX, ISZ and IS600 never
transpose; (iii) the rates of IS insertion and recombination
are nearly constant across multiple E. coli lines, each defi-
cient for a distinct DNA repair pathway, indicating that the
transposition mechanisms of these elements are indepen-
dent of these host functions; (iv) transpositions are biased to
local insertions, in particular for IS1 and IS5 elements, but
IS2 shows target-site immunity; (v) homologous recombi-
nation occurs predominantly between near-by IS elements
(1–3 kb); and (vi) some IS elements have specific target sites
in the E. coli genomes; in particular, IS186 has a specific se-
quence pattern flanking its target-site duplications (TSDs):
5′-GGGG(N6/N7)CCCC-3′.

Together, these findings expand our knowledge of the dy-
namic role of IS elements in bacterial evolution.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

MA lines and whole genome shotgun sequencing

All methods and data are from (16) and (17). The raw
WGSS data from these lines have been deposited into NCBI
Short Read Archive (study accession SRP013707). Among
the lines included in (17), there are lines that have shared
mutations that were removed and counted only once. But
for simplicity in this study we randomly chose only one
line among the lines that have shared mutations. Unlike
base-pair substitution (BPS),large-scale rearrangements are
much less frequent, so that accidentally counting one event
twice can cause greater errors in the estimation of the over-
all rate.

Pre-processing of sequencing data

Experiments have widely varying read lengths (2 × 90,
2 × 91, 2 × 99, 2 × 101 and 2 × 150 bp) as they were
carried out at various times. To keep the read length
consistent across different experiments, all the reads were
trimmed to 90 bp. Sequencing reads were quality filtered
by using Trimmomatic (28) (Trimmomatic options used:
ILLUMINACLIP:<adaptersequence>:2:30:10 CROP:90
LEADING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:70).
After the reads are aligned to the reference E. coli K-12
MG1655 genome using BWA 0.7.9a (29), median and
MAD(median absolute deviation) values for insert size
distribution for each MA line were estimated based on
uniquely mapped read pairs and supplied to GRASPER
with a reference Al-Bruijn graph(l = 90, error rate of 5%).

GRASPER algorithm

GRASPER takes advantage of repeat information embed-
ded in an Al-Bruijn graph representation of the reference
genome to detect rearrangement events involving repeats,
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Figure 1. Circos plot displaying large-scale rearrangements. Starting from the outer-most section to the inner-most section (each section separated by
white ring), Circos plot displaying insertion sequence (IS) insertions in the founding strain, IS-associated deletions, novel IS insertions (each major IS
family is drawn in an individual track) and other deletions (not associated with IS elements) recovered from mutation accumulation (MA) data. Colors
indicate different IS families (IS5: yellow, IS1: cyan, IS2: red, IS186: green, IS3: blue, IS4: orange, IS150: purple, other deletions: white). A magenta band
in the other deletion section indicates an e14 deletion that occurred 21 times and it is drawn as single band due to space limitation. Spatial clustering of
IS-associated deletions anchored around preexisting IS insertions can be seen.

given paired-end WGSS data (27). It mainly uses paired-
end signatures that are well established for classifying rear-
rangement events, looking at discordant signals, but it also
incorporates read count information embedded in edges on
Al-Bruijn graph to help resolve ambiguities in paired-end
signatures. GRASPER adopts the coverage estimation ap-
proach used in (30) to embed the read count information on

Al-Bruijn graphs, where 100 bp non-overlapping windows
are used to keep track of the number of reads mapped to
each window. GRASPER can accurately detect (i) transpo-
sition (insertion), (ii) deletion of non-repetitive region, (iii)
deletion of repetitive region, (iv) deletion of non-repetitive
regions bounded by repeats (via homologous recombina-
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tion), (v) inversion (except those flanked by repeats longer
than the library insert size) and (vi) tandem-duplication.

GRASPER first obtains a list of clusters of discordant
read pairs, then tries to assign rearrangement events to
the clusters. GRASPER also generates a list of all non-
overlapping segments with depleted read counts, where a
depletion signal is determined by setting a cutoff value for
the number of reads obtained, using the Lander-Waterman
model (31). When checking for depleted read count signals,
any repetitive edge with a sufficient read count is ignored,
because repetitive edges can still recruit reads unless all re-
peat copies are deleted in a sample genome.

For each breakpoint cluster with simple deletion signa-
tures, GRASPER checks all possible paths, following the
thread from the longest to the shortest, because there are
multiple paths if any one end of the deletion boundary is
repetitive. For each path, it checks if there is a depletion
signal, and if there is, reports the path as a deletion event.
This ensures that GRASPER always reports the longest
deletion with support of a depletion signal. More complex
rearrangements requiring two breakpoint clusters, such as
transposition and inversion are called using the signatures
shown in Supplementary Figure S5.

Among the remaining signals, deletion events of repeti-
tive elements and tandem duplications are called. Any re-
maining clusters are reported as breakpoint signals with-
out having events assigned to them. Also, the upstream and
downstream regions of each remaining segment with a de-
pletion signal are examined. If such a segment is surrounded
by direct repeats, GRASPER calls the segment as deletion
mediated by homologous recombination. This is especially
easy with the repeat structure information embedded in Al-
Bruijn graphs. Note that if the repeat length is longer than
the insert size, no breakpoint signal is available.

GRASPER is implemented as a JAVA program and is
available under the GPL v3 license as open-source software
at https://github.com/COL-IU/GRASPER.

Permutation test for local hopping of IS elements

For the four most active IS elements (IS1A, IS2, IS5A and
IS186) we tested whether their insertions are more likely
to occur close (within a distance threshold) to a preexist-
ing copy. All positions of pre-existing IS elements were ran-
domly chosen and the distance to the closest preexisting
copy was calculated for each observed insertion. This pro-
cess was repeated 1000 times to obtain the expected number
of insertions within d of the closest preexisting copies (d ∈
{1, 5, 10, 100, 200, 300 Kb}). For each d, a p-value was es-
timated by performing a binomial test (one-tailed t-test; see
Table 2).

Reconstruction of target-site duplications (TSDs)

All the putative insertions detected using GRASPER are
further analyzed to obtain TSDs. Given an insertion, reads
from both flanking regions are separately assembled to form
contigs. The longest exact match between two contigs is
found, to assign the TSD of the insertion.

RESULTS

IS elements in the E. coli founder genome

We first applied GRASPER to WGSS data from the E. coli
MA lines to determine the set of genome rearrangement
events fixed in the progenitor PFM2 strain that was used as
the founder strain in all MA experiments considered here
(16,17). As shown in Supplementary Table S1, PFM2 con-
tains 41 copies of IS elements from 14 families.

There are only two IS differences between PFM2 and the
reference E. coli K-12 strain MG1655: the PFM2 genome
has one less copy of an IS1 element that is located at po-
sition 1 976 527, upstream of the promoter region of the
flhCD operon (and is associated with hypermotility (32)).
On the other hand, the PFM2 genome contains an extra
IS186 insertion at ∼1.87 Mb, inside the yeaR gene, a regu-
lator of nitrogen metabolism (33). We note that the IS fami-
lies shown here were classified by GRASPER automatically,
so that IS elements with almost identical sequences (below
5% divergence) are classified into the same family. But as
a result, some conventional families (such as IS1 and IS5)
were split into two, because elements in these families have
high sequence divergence. GRASPER is designed to detect
large-scale rearrangements (e.g. novel insertions involving
repeats such as IS elements), but cannot distinguish which
of the original copies of a repeat family is the parental donor
of an event.

Detection of large-scale genome rearrangement events in E.
coli MA lines

We then used GRASPER to detect all large-scale rear-
rangement events involving IS elements, including novel
insertions, excisions and recombinations, using paired-end
WGSS data from a total of 520 MA lines spanning ∼2.2 mil-
lion generations (16,17) (see ‘Methods and Methods’ sec-
tion for details). Each line has an average 70–80× sequenc-
ing coverage, which is sufficient to detect large-scale events
with high confidence using GRASPER (27). In summary,
we detected a total of 857 large-scale events involving IS
elements: 758 novel insertions, 1 excision and 98 recombi-
nations (Table 1). We selected an arbitrary subset of these
detected events for polymerase chain reaction (PCR) verifi-
cation. 100% (56/56 insertions and 21/21 recombinations)
of the PCR results agreed with our predictions (See Supple-
mentary Tables S5 and S6 for the list of PCR primers used),
giving us high confidence that our results are accurate.

Novel insertions of IS elements (i.e. transpositions) are
the most frequent events, constituting 88.4% (758 of 857)
of all detected events. Table 1 summarizes the number of
novel insertions for each IS family present in PFM2. Among
the 14 IS families, 5 families (IS30, IS609, ISX, ISZ and
IS600) have no detected novel insertions in any MA line,
suggesting that these families are completely inactive in the
E. coli genome under our growth conditions (note that there
is only one copy for each of these families in PFM2 and
MG1655, except for IS30, which has three copies). Among
the nine active IS families, IS5A and IS1A are the most ac-
tive: their transpositions make up 78.4% (IS5A: 47.6% and
IS1A: 30.7%) of all novel IS insertions. IS2 and IS186 also
have significant activity, while only a small number of inser-

https://github.com/COL-IU/GRASPER
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Table 1. Number of novel IS insertions detected in E. coli MA lines.

IS name IS family/group No. of copies No. of novel insertions No. of recombinations

IS1A IS1/- 5 233 43
IS1B IS1/- 1 3 1
IS2 IS3/IS2 6 71 2
IS3 IS3/IS3 5 10 0
IS4 IS4/IS4 1 8 0
IS5A IS5/IS5 10 361 52
IS5B IS5/IS5 1 2 0
IS30 IS30/- 3 0 0
IS150 IS3/IS150 1 2 0
IS186 IS4/IS231 4 68 0
IS609 IS200/IS605 1 0 0
ISX IS3-like 1 0 0
ISZ IS4-like 1 0 0
IS600 IS3/IS3 1 0 0
Total 41 758 98

tions were detected for the five families IS3, IS4, IS1B, IS5B
and IS150.

GRASPER also detects homologous recombination
events between two IS copies of the same family. There are
two major types of homologous recombinations: those be-
tween direct copies, and those between inverted copies (See
Supplementary Figure S1 illustration). Recombination be-
tween direct copies of an IS deletes the intervening genomic
segment, leaving a single recombinant copy of the IS at the
deletion junction; recombination between inverted copies
of an IS inverts the intervening segment leaving a copy of
the element at each end of the inversion. Because the insert
size of the paired-end reads in WGSS data (typically 500
bp) is much shorter than the length of an IS element and
no novel IS-flanking junctions are gained or lost, an inver-
sion involving long inverted repeats (i.e. two copies of an
IS element) does not create a diagnostic signal in paired-
end reads and thus cannot be detected using WGSS data.
Hence, the events reported in this paper are limited to dele-
tions between direct copies of IS elements. While we cannot
know how many recombination events between inverted IS
copies occurred in our MA lines, one might expect a num-
ber roughly equal to the number between direct IS copies.
Finally, tandem duplications via unequal crossing-over be-
tween proximal IS copies can be detected based on read cov-
erage, but we did not observe such events in our data, and
these structures are not expected to be stable even if formed
(34).

A total of 98 deletion events between IS elements were
detected in the 520 MA lines. All these events involved ele-
ments in the IS5(IS5A only), IS1(both IS1A and IS1B) and
IS2 families (Table 1). Similar to novel insertions, IS5A and
IS1A are the IS elements most involved in deletion forma-
tion, contributing to 96.9% (95 out of 98) of all deletion
events. Finally, only one IS excision event was detected in
the 520 MA lines, (a copy of IS3 element located at 566
015–567 258), indicating that IS excision is rare, even in a
selection-free environment.

Deletion events are of three types: (i) between IS copies
both of which exist in the founder strain (denoted as E +
E); (ii) between an IS copy present in the founder strain and
another, novel copy assumed to have arisen during the MA
experiment (E + N); and (iii) between two novel copies (N

+ N). Among these three types, the E + N type dominates:
73.5% (72 out of 98) of observed deletion events are of this
type whereas only 14 E + E and 12 N + N events were ob-
served. Among the 14 E + E events, 12 are a recurrent dele-
tion event between two copies of IS1A in a cryptic prophage
(see below), and two are the same deletion event between
two copies of IS5A (located at 2 064 183 and 2 099 773) that
results in deletion of a segment containing 30 host genes and
the entire CP4-44 prophage. Note that N + N events create
a deletion with a novel IS element at the junction; thus we
cannot eliminate the possibility that the deletion is caused
by a single aberrant insertion event (35).

Transpositions of IS elements are biased to nearby––or
distant––insertions

As shown in Figure 1, at the genomic scale we did not ob-
serve specific hotspots for IS element insertion. However,
we found that novel insertion sites are often proximal to a
preexisting copy of the same element. Although we do not
have direct evidence that the proximal element is the parent
element that induced the duplicative transposition, a high
frequency of such cases would suggest that IS elements tend
to transpose to a location close to the parent donor. To test
if the nearby insertions are indeed significantly frequent, we
counted the number of novel insertions whose distance to
their closest preexisting element is less than certain thresh-
old d (e.g. d = 1 Kb) for each of the four active IS families,
IS1A, IS2, IS5A and IS186. Figure 2 shows the cumulative
counts for the three families plotted against various values
of d.

Comparing the observed number to the expected number
of corresponding insertion events (estimated using a permu-
tation test; see ‘Materials and Methods’ section), IS1A and
IS5A families are significantly biased to loci near to a pre-
existing element. For example, as shown in Table 2, we ob-
served five novel insertions of an IS1A element within 1 Kb
of a preexisting IS1A element, whereas the expected num-
ber is 0.5 (p < 0.0002). Similarly, we observed 19 novel in-
sertions of a IS5A element within 1 Kb from a preexisting
element, whereas the expected number is 1.5 (p < 10−14).
These results indicate that IS1A and IS5A transpose to rel-
atively near-by sites.
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Figure 2. Cumulative distribution of IS insertions within a distance threshold d. Insertions recovered in MA data are shown in blue (observed) and average
counts using the 1000-permutation test are shown in red (expected). IS1A and IS5A exhibit bias for nearby insertions (small values of d in bp on x-axis;
drawn in log scale) and IS2 shows bias for distant insertions.

Table 2. Number of IS insertions landing within d of closest preexisting copy.

IS1A IS5A IS2

d Observed Expected P Observed Expected P Observed Expected P

1000 5 0.5 1.8 × 10−4 19 1.5 4.2 × 10−15 1 0.2 0.19
5000 21 2.6 4.3 × 10−13 42 7.8 1.6 × 10−18 1 1.0 0.64
10 000 23 5.1 2.7 × 10−9 53 15.5 8.3 × 10−15 1 2.0 0.86
50 000 37 25.1 0.011 119 72.7 7.4 × 10−9 6 8.8 0.89
100 000 58 48.0 0.064 181 131.5 7.2 × 10−9 11 16.3 0.95
200 000 91 87.6 0.35 245 216.5 1.2 × 10−3 46 29.2 4.8 × 10−5

300 000 122 120.2 0.43 298 271.2 4.6 × 10−4 65 39.5 3.5 × 10−11

Total 233 361 71

On the other hand, we did not observe significantly more-
than-expected IS2 insertions within a 1 Kb from a preex-
isting element; but we did observe significantly more inser-
tions within 200 Kb distance (p < 10−4; see Table 2). This re-
sult suggests that IS2 exhibits a level of target-site immunity
(36), with insertions enriched in the regions right outside the
perimeter of immunity (i.e. 200–300 Kb). Finally, we did not
observe any bias for near-by transposition for the IS186 el-
ements consistent with our observation that IS186 elements
target specific genomic sites that contain a sequence pattern
flanking their TSDs (see below).

Recombination occurs most frequently between two closely
located copies of IS elements

We investigated the length distribution of the deleted inter-
vals in the 98 cases of recombination between direct copies
of an IS element. As shown in Figure 3, a substantial frac-
tion (45 out of 98; 45.9%) of the deleted segments are ≤3
kb. There are two possible reasons for this high frequency
of deletions between near-by IS elements: recombination
between close IS elements occurs more frequently, or rel-
atively short deletions are less likely to cause deleterious ef-
fects (lethality) in MA experiments. Given that the majority
of deletions involve one or two novel insertions (see above
and Figure 3), localized transposition must also play a role
(see below).

The surprisingly large number (14 out of 98; 14.3%) of
deletions that are 11–12 kb (Figure 3) are all due to the re-
current recombination event between two IS1A copies, both
present in the reference genome (located around the 278.5–
290.5 Kb region). This recombination event deletes ∼11.5
kb segment in the CP4-6 cryptic prophage (37), and thus is
not expected to have a fitness effect. This specific deletion
was observed in 12 MA lines across four different MA ex-
periments (PFM2m, PFM40, PFM101 and PFM130) and
had been reported as a fixed variation in E. coli strain
NCM3722 (38).

Rates of insertion and recombination of IS elements are con-
stant across different mutant backgrounds

We calculated the IS element insertion and homologous re-
combination rates for each of 15 MA experiments.

The genetic backgrounds used in these experiments in-
clude lines defective in major DNA repair pathways, in-
cluding mismatch repair (mutL), nucleotide excision repair
(uvrA), and base excision repair (several mutants) (Table 3).

We have previously reported the mutation rates and spec-
tra of BPSs in these experiments (16,17). We estimate the
overall insertion rate of IS elements to be ∼3.5 × 10−4 per
genome per generation, about 1/3 the rate of BPS in WT E.
coli (i.e. ∼1 × 10−3 per genome per generation). The recom-
bination rate of IS elements is estimated to be ∼4.5 × 10−5
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Figure 3. Size distribution of IS-mediated recombination events. Distribu-
tion of all deletions (E + N, E + E and N + N types) mediated by recombi-
nation are plotted except for five recombination events of sizes larger than
37 kb (48.3, 81.3, 81.3, 91.9 and 106.1 kb). The peak in the 11–12 kb bin
is caused by recurrent deletion of a part of the CP4-6 cryptic prophage.
Note that darker colors (dark purple and dark green) indicates overlap of
distributions. Dark purple indicates an overlap of E + N and N + N and
dark green indicates an overlap of E + N and E + E.

per genome per generation, a magnitude lower than the IS
insertion rate.

The rates of insertions and recombinations of all IS ele-
ments in each MA experiment are summarized in the Table
3. Using each MA experiment as a data point, we plotted
the number of insertion events versus the summed number
of generations for each experiment. As shown on Figure 4A,
the IS insertion rate is roughly constant (∼3.5 × 10−4 in-
sertions per genome per generation, R2 = 0.93, p = 2.78 ×
10−9) across all MA experiments in this study. Considering
that BPS mutation rates differ by as much as 100-fold be-
tween these strains, depending on their genetic background
(17), the IS insertion rate does not seem to be affected by
deficiencies in multiple DNA repair pathways. The inser-
tion rate remains constant across MA experiments for each
of the four most active IS families (IS1, IS2, IS5 and IS186
(Supplementary Figure S2); insertion rates of these families
are estimated to be 1.7 × 10−4, 1.2 × 10−4, 0.4 × 10−4 and
0.4 × 10−4 per genome per generation for IS5, IS1, IS186
and IS2, respectively.

IS-associated deletions also exhibit a linear relationship
with the number of generations across different MA ex-
periments (see Figure 4B), although the data is noisier be-
cause fewer recombination events than insertions were ob-
served in each MA experiment. Again, this implies that the
IS-associated deletion rate remains constant across genetic
background (∼4.5 × 10−5 recombinations per genome per
generation, R2 = 0.67, p = 1.59 × 10−4).

Target-site duplication and insertion hotspots

For each detected insertion of an IS element of the four most
active IS families (IS1A, IS2, IS5A and IS186) we recon-
structed the TSD by performing a local assembly of reads
that mapped to each end of the IS insertion and extract-
ing the longest substring between the assembled contigs (see
‘Materials and Methods’ section). Out of the 733 detected
insertions of IS1A, IS2, IS5A and IS186, we attempted
to reconstruct the TSDs of 635 insertion sites where the
inserted IS elements remain intact (i.e. not being deleted
through recombination). Four hundred eighty-seven TSDs
were successfully reconstructed, including 150 IS1A, 58 IS2,
220 IS5A and 59 IS186 transpositions. We then used the
TSDs to produce a sequence logo for each IS family, us-
ing WebLogo 3.4 (39). No clear patterns were observed for
IS2 and IS186. The TSDs of IS5 revealing a strong motif of
5′-(C/T)TA(A/G)-3′ (Supplementary Figure S4C), which is
consistent with the 5′-YTAR-3′ pattern reported previously
(9). IS1 has been characterized to have a TSD of 8 or 9 bps
upon insertion, but no clear sequence motif has been previ-
ously reported, except a preference to insert at AT-rich re-
gions (40); our analysis is consistent with these results (Sup-
plementary Figure S4A and B).

While IS186 does not have a conserved TSD sequence,
there is a clear sequence motif flanking its insertion sites,
5′-GGGG(N6/N7)CCCC-3′, which consists of the palin-
dromic 4mer (GGGG/CCCC) flanking the 6 or 7 core nu-
cleotides, which are duplicated, (Figure 5). Among the 68
detected insertions of IS186 elements, we recovered the se-
quences of 59 insertion sites, in which 41 sites contain a 6-bp
core, 16 have a 7-bp core, 1 have a 4-bp core and 1 have a 5-
bp core; only 7 of them differ––by one or two bases––in the
flanking palindrome (see Supplementary Table S4). Such
a sequence pattern is rare in the E. coli genome: only
19 loci have 5′-GGGG(N6)CCCC-3′ and 35 loci have 5′-
GGGG(N7)CCCC-3′. 37 IS186 insertion events occurred
at 5′-GGGG(N6)CCCC-3′ sites and 13 insertion events oc-
curred at 5′-GGGG(N7)CCCC-3′ sites. Not every putative
insertion site (with the canonical motif) was hit by an in-
sertion event while some sites were targeted multiple times.
For instance, 16 independent insertion events occurred at
a single 5′-GGGG(CCGCAA)CCCC-3′ site at 4 541 627
(see Supplementary Table S4 for details). Among the 19 5′-
GGGG(N6)CCCC-3′ sites, 10 are found in non-coding re-
gions and 9 in coding regions. Two insertion hotspots are
in protein coding genes: 11 insertions in the menC gene and
16 insertions in the fimA gene. Because the flanking pattern
(GGGG/CCCC) is palindromic, insertion events of IS186
occur on both strands (i.e. in either orientation) at a site
(Supplementary Table S4). We conclude that unlike IS5 ele-
ments, the IS186 transposase recognizes the GC-rich flank-
ing region, rather than the TSD sequence.

Insertion of IS elements is biased to non-coding regions

Among the 758 detected insertions, 470 occurred in protein
coding sequences and 288 occurred in non-coding regions.
Since only a small fraction (∼15%) of the E. coli genome is
non-coding, this suggests IS elements insert more frequently
in non-coding regions. To test the significance of this phe-
nomenon, we used a binomial test to compare the actual re-
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Table 3. Insertions and recombinations involving IS elements detected in E. coli MA lines.

Generations Insertion Recombination

Strain
Disrupted
pathway* Description

No. of
Lines per line No. of Rate∧ (× 10−4) No. of Rate∧ (× 10−5)

PFM2 WT @3K gen 38 3080 21 1.79 1 0.85
PFM2 WT @6K gen 21 6356 39 2.92 2 1.59
PFM2 WT on min. medium 44 6166 83 3.10 8 2.99
PFM5 MMR mutL 34 375 10 7.84 1 7.84
PFM101 TLS umuDC dinB 39 6078 95 4.03 12 5.09
PFM133 TLS umuDC dinB polB 43 6204 108 4.07 12 4.52
PFM35 NER + TCR uvrA 23 6350 63 4.37 7 4.85
PFM40 ALK alkA tagA 37 6225 81 3.56 16 7.04
PFM88 ALK ada ogt 47 6269 113 3.88 16 5.50
PFM180 BER xthA nfo 40 3155 37 2.95 12 9.58
PFM61 OXDR mutT 25 599 6 4.62 0
PFM6 OXDR mutY 25 1972 14 2.96 2 4.23
PFM22 BER nth nei 50 920 6 1.43 0
PFM91 BER nfi 29 6308 65 3.60 5 2.77
PFM94 OXDR mutY mutM 25 1916 17 3.70 4 8.71
Total 520 4186 758 3.5 98 4.5

*MMR: mismatch repair, TLS: translesion synthesis, NER: nucleotide excision repair, TCR: transcription-coupled repair, ALK: alkylation damage repair,
BER: base excision repair, OXDR: oxidative damage repair; ∧ per genome per generation.

No. Insertions versus No. Generations No. Recombinations versus No. Generations

Figure 4. IS insertion and recombination rates remain constant across MA experiment. Each data point represents the total number of novel IS insertions
(A) and recombinations (B) detected in all MA lines in a single MA experiment (y-axis) versus the the total number of generations of these MA lines
(Table 3). A linear regression line for insertion rate (A) is shown with a slope of ∼3.5 × 10−4 (R2 = 0.93, p = 2.78 × 10−9) and a linear regression line for
recombination rate (B) is shown with a slope of ∼4.5 × 10−5 (R2 = 0.67, p = 1.59 × 10−4).

Figure 5. Sequence logos of the reconstructed TSDs of IS186. Sequence logos with the 6 (A) and 7 (B) bps core are shown. The core sequences start at
position 14 for both logos.
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sults to the null hypothesis that IS insertion is equally likely
in coding versus non-coding regions.

The results show that IS insertion is strongly biased to
non-coding regions (p ∼0). Table 4 shows the insertion bias
of the most active IS families, IS1A, IS2, and IS5A, are
strongly biased to non-coding regions, and these families
are most active in E. coli. In the case of IS5, the most ac-
tive element, this bias is partially explained by the 2-fold
enrichment of its insertion site motif, 5′-YTAR-3′, in cod-
ing regions (Table 5).

IS1 and IS2 elements do not have a specific insertion site
motif.

Large-scale variations not involving IS elements

We also detected 48 long (>100 bps) deletions (2.2 × 10−5

per genome per generation) not involving IS elements in the
MA experiments (Table 6; shown as white bands in Figure
1). Among these events, precise (3) deletion of the lamb-
doid cryptic prophage e14 occurred independently 21 times;
the e14 prophage is known to excise and reintegrate via a
11-bp direct repeat cross-over site (41), which is what we
observed. Among the 27 remaining deletions (1.2 × 10−5

per genome per generation), the sizes range from 126 to 11
337 bp, 20 were under 600 bp and most were under 300
bp. Fifteen out of 20 of these small deletions occurred in
regions where tRNA genes or extragenic palindromic se-
quences (REP/RIP) elements are located.

DISCUSSION

Through analysis of a large collection of WGSS data from
MA lines we provide the first estimates of the genome-wide
rates of three types of large-scale genome rearrangement
in E. coli in a selection-free environment: 3.5 × 10−4 per
genome per generation for novel IS insertions, 4.5 × 10−5

per genome per generation for deletions induced by recom-
bination between homologous IS elements and 2.2 × 10−5

per genome per generation for deletions not involving IS
elements. Novel IS insertions and IS-induced deletions es-
timates serve as baseline parameters for measuring the ef-
fects of selection in evolutionary studies. These are the two
major types of genome rearrangements affecting genome
size; other events are either very rare compared to these two
events (e.g. only one excision event was detected throughout
all MA lines over 3 million generations), or will not sub-
stantially change the genome size (e.g. BPS, short indels or
genome inversions).

Although the IS insertions are almost 10-fold more fre-
quent than IS-induced deletion, the deleted segments are
typically longer than the average IS element. Our results
are in contrast to the previously reported study of Touchon
et al. (42), where they find gene gains are larger than gene
loss, but losses occur more frequently. We suggest that their
observations show the power of selection to bias fixation of
the intrinsic mutation rate we have characterized. In fact,
throughout all MA lines analyzed here, the total length of
all novel IS insertions is ∼1.29 Mbps, while the total length
of all deleted segments (induced by IS recombination) is
∼1.45 Mbps, 12.4% greater than the total insertion length .
Thus, in the absence of selection, the E. coli genome would

tend to shrink. Our results demonstrate cases of both local
hopping and target-site immunity (reviewed in (36)). IS1A
and IS5A transpose to relatively near-by sites, with new
insertions showing significant clustering near pre-existing
copies, frequently within 1 Kb of the assumed doner IS ele-
ment. IS2 shows a different but particularly interesting pat-
tern: insertions are rare near preexisting insertions, but are
over-represented beyond a perimeter of 200 Kb. This pat-
tern suggests a mechanism for long-range target-site immu-
nity, similar to the target-site immunity of Tn7 which is at
least 190 KB (43), but then a preference for insertion just
beyond this perimeter, a pattern we are not aware of previ-
ously having been observed. Since the vast majority of IS-
generated deletions are the product of one preexisting inser-
tion and a new insertion (E + N), the distribution of these
events to short intervals (Figure 3) is largely explained by
local hopping, and does not require additional restraints.

We report that certain IS insertions preferentially target
non-coding regions. This can be partially explained by the
fact that IS target sites (e.g. IS186) are enriched in non-
coding regions, which could be the consequence of an evolu-
tionary interaction between IS elements and host (E. coli).
Nevertheless, even after eliminating this bias, there is still
an excess of IS insertions in non-coding regions, suggest-
ing that selection against insertion (as well as IS-induced
recombinations) occurred during the MA experiments. In
the same MA experiments there was no bias between BPSs
in coding versus non-coding regions, or between synony-
mous versus non-synonymous mutations (16). The greater
selection against IS insertions and recombinations may be
because these events inactivate the target genes completely,
and are thus more likely to be deleterious. Alternatively,
the preference for non-coding targets could also arise from
some aspect of transcription or genomic structure. Thus
our estimated rates of IS insertions/recombinations serves
as lower bounds for the rates of these events in completely
selection-free environments.

A striking observation in our study is that rates of IS in-
sertions and recombinations are constant across the MA ex-
periments with 13 E. coli strains, including the WT and 12
mutant strains each defective in a major DNA repair path-
way (Table 3). Yet rates of BPSs of these strains differ by as
much as 100-fold (16,17).

These results suggest that none of the DNA repair path-
ways has a substantial impact on the rates of IS insertion
and recombination in E. coli. But these rates can be very dif-
ferent in different bacteria. We previously reported that in
Deinococcus radiodurans the IS insertion rate is 2.7 × 10−3

per genome per generation (44), a magnitude higher than
the rate in E. coli. The D. radiodurans genome contains ∼23
active IS elements , comparable to the number in E. coli.
These species-specific differences in transposition remain to
be explained; in E. coli we are determining rates for addi-
tional phylotypes, asking if there is within-species variation.

In this paper, we characterize the sequence pattern of the
target sites of IS186 elements in E. coli. IS186 elements were
previously known to insert into GC-rich regions (45), but
the specificity of their insertion sites was unknown. The se-
quence pattern we characterized is surprisingly specific, and
occurs only 54 times in the entire E. coli genome. Thus, it
would seem relatively easy for the host genome to escape
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Table 4. IS insertions in coding versus non-coding regions.

IS family Total insertions Coding Non-coding Biased to non-coding(P-value)

IS1A 233 157 76 7.9 × 10−12

IS1B 3 1 2 0.06
IS2 71 42 29 9.8 × 10−8

IS3 10 6 4 0.05
IS4 8 4 4 0.02
IS5A 361 206 155 1.1 × 10−37

IS5B 2 2 0 1
IS150 2 1 1 0.27
IS186 68 51 17 0.02
Total 758 470 288 5.9 × 10−55

Table 5. Occurrences of 5′-YTAR-3′ in coding versus non-coding regions.

Total sites CTAA TTAG CTAG TTAA Total

Coding 3 934 671 5617 5543 562 15 787 27 509
Non-coding 684 551 1938 1912 323 5389 9562

Coding 5′-YTAR-3′ per kb 1.43 1.41 0.14 4.01 6.99
Non-coding 5′-YTAR-3′ per kb 2.83 2.79 0.47 7.87 13.97

Table 6. Deletions >100 bp detected in E. coli MA lines.

Strain Description Deletions* (>100 bp) e14 cryptic phage

PFM2 WT @3K gen 1 1
PFM2 WT @6k gen 3 0
PFM2 WT on min medium 9 5
PFM5 mutL 0 0
PFM101 umuDC dinB 2 2
PFM133 umuDC dinB polB 3 2
PFM35 uvrA 6 4
PFM40 alkA tagA 4 0
PFM88 ada ogt 6 0
PFM180 xthA nfo 7 4
PFM61 mutT 0 0
PFM6 mutY 0 0
PFM22 nth nei 1 1
PFM91 nfi 4 2
PFM94 mutY mutM 2 0
Total 48 21

*includes e14 cryptic phage deletions.

transposition of these elements by mutating these sites. In
reality, however, the retained putative target sites the E. coli
genome permit a relatively high activity of IS186 elements.
It remains to be investigated if some of these putative target
sites are selected for, and if IS186 insertion at these sites has
a potential evolutionary advantage for E. coli.
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